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Introdur.tion

In nuclear reactors, safety analysis for reactivity

induced accident is carried out iry túe solution of the

associated neutron kinetic agnations. Such analysis incor-

porates the coupled aspect of the; reactivity feedback effects

arising from the temperature transients in fuel, coolant etc

and the reactivity effect due to shut down nee. íanisms apart

from the impressed reactivity transient as a result of the

accident. The fsedbacit of reactivity due *-.o the fuel tem-

perature plays a very important role in limiting the adverse

consequences durino these accidents as it is prompt and

inherent in nature. It is imperative to calculate the fuel

temperature transient? during the accident analysis. Such

analysis is generally carried out by numerical solution of

the transient Fourier heat transport equation using techniques

such as the finite difference methods.

Th.'i s paper presents a simple heat transfer model based

on the thermal time constant concept which leads to signifi-

cant reduction in fuel temperature computing time and gives

a physucal j.-isight of the phenomena. The fuel temperatures

can be used to estimate the reactivity feedback using the

measured or calculated doppler coefficients.
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Theory

Consider a fuel pin where the thermal conductivity is

very large so that the fuel temperature can be approximated

as uniform. Under such conditions the global heat transfer

equation in the fuel pin is given by& *
The solution of this equation is

9 = 0. «- + #- |i-
-#A L

where

Thermal Heat: Capacity per unit surface area

Heat Transfer coefficient an the fuel surface

The equation 1 gives the asymptotic rise in tempera-

ture of the fuel pin. T-..c»L thermal time constant mc/hA has

dimensions of time. The time constant increases with the

thermal capacity me of the fuel as well as the resit,cance .

1/hA due to corcvective heat: transfer at the fuel surface.

It can be seen that in the duration of the first time

constant the temperature drop *} will build up to 1 - e~ or

0.6321 of the final /alue of Q. The larger the time

constant, t^e slower is the response to the change in

temperature.
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When there is no heat generation i.e Q = o we have an

exponential decay in the value of 6

0 = 9 (?•?

I

The situation in the case of a typical fuel pin may not

be as simple to represent fuei as a highly concHctin., medxun.

Under such conditions the resistance (1, 2) in the heat flow

pathfrom its origin to the surface, where the heat is

removed by convection needs to be taken into account, m e

thermal time constant as a result becomes a function of the

location inside the fuel pin and its value ir.cisases from

surface towards centre of the pin. The values for T s , and

t c are

7" - •WlC •
5 " -fU

4TT ;...

Vi)

(4)

It may be noted that 1/hA represents the equivalent of

surface resistance dur. to convective heat transfer and

1/4T K is the internal resistance of the fuel pin from

centre to the surface.

The value of Tau is given by

+•

o.\]

The evolution oi. the fuel pin temperature can be calcu-

lated by tne equation

(6)
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The fuel pin power during the transient follows the

nuclear reactor power and is in general exponential in

nature, depending upon the reactor period obtained from the

reactor kinetic equations. Under such situation the heat

transfer equation becomes.

9 a) =

I
and the solution is

-t/r
9Cc) = 0O * +

Fo 1.1c: ing approximations can be seen from the above

equation.

I - When OC C^- 7£ : the condition exists when tn-2 power

rise is relatively slow or power is decreasing. The

res»i It for © (t) is asympotic in nature

-t/Z _£. ̂  ^ [{_ -*' [ (8)

II - When oC » ÍJ- : this: condition exists when thft power

rise depending upon the instantaneous reactor period is

very fast. The result for 6(t) is an exponential

increase in temperature.

(9)

In actual conditions the evolution of Q (t) can be calcu-

lated by any of the equation 6, 7, 8 or 9 as might be

appropriate under the circumstances. The global reactivity

feedback can then be calculated using these temperatures.
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Pulsed Reactor Modelling

The use of thermal time constant concept is illus-

trated below by the calculation of the effective thermal

power to be j.sed in temperature calculations for the pulsed

mode of operation.

In the pulsed reactors, short repetitive pulses of power

are produced by takiro the reactor to super-prompt critical

conditions rising some sort of rotating reactivity device.

Under the conditions o.̂; intermittent periodic power oper-

ation, there will be heating and cooling of the fuel during

the pulse period and during the period in between the puljes

respectively. Sventuaily a quasi-stoady state would be

reached for the fuel pin temperatures when thf tempera-cure

rise during the pulse period just equals the temperature drop

during the period before the next pulse. Figure illustrates

this periodic situation and the temperature of the fuel pin

oscillates between valnos corresponding to 3,, and Q?.

Applying the equations 1 and 2 vie have

^ 9,

and B. B.

Q. 0. Q

Time.

Figure? TeraperatuiG Transients during quasi-steady state
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Solving for 9., and 6,

9 = -£•

f

and

-7,/r
1 -

-(%1-Tj/Z
- •£

The effective pov?er Q f _ for the estimation of maximum

pin temperatures attained in -.he pulseci mode viz, Q- :s

given by

-T,/x

1- +•

Table gives approximations for the effective, power

TABLE - Approximation for the Effective Power

I

Small

Small

Large

(T1 + T2)/«c

Snail

Large

Large

Effective Power

Time Averaged Power

Peak Power during pulse
period x CS^/x )

Peak Pov/er during pulse
period

and brings out the important aspect of the pulsing of a re-

actor. It is seen that when the time duration (T1 + T ) of

the mode of operation is small compared to the thermal time

constant of the system, the effective power is much smaller

than the peak power and is equal to the time averaged power.

This is real advantage of pulsing a system where the benefit of

peak neutron fl;ix could be attained without having to design



the heat transfer system corresponding to the peak neutron
-2 —3

flux, and typically only 10 ' to 10 of the peak pulse

conditions.

Nomenclature

'C

h

K

m

Q

QO

Qav

Qeff

T-

T2
t

e
SO

Heat Transfer area per unit length

Inverse Reactor Perioc"

Specific heat of the fuel

Heat Transfer coefficient at the surface

Thermal Conductivity of fuel material

Fuel Mass per unit lenqth

Fuel pin pov:er per unjt length

Fuel pin po>.er per ur it length at time t = o

Tine averaysd fuel pin power

Effective fuel pin pc-'er under pulsed mode

Time Duration of the palse

Time Duration in "iotwisen the pulses-

Thermal tine constcnvt.Qf the fuel

Value of *t at the fuel pin surface

Value of t at the fu'.l pin centre

Value of X. at the average fuel pin

Fuel temperature rise above the coolant tern^rature

Value of 9 at t = o

Value ol 9 at the start and the end of the pulse

duration under ouasi-steadv state conditions.
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